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Instrrctiom:
* Answer all the questions.
,F Write your Indcx Number in the space pnwided in the ans,ver sheet.
* Instntctions are also given on thc back of the answer sheet. Follow those carefully.
* In each of the questions I to 50, pick onc of the alternatives from (l), (2), (3), (4), (5)

. which is correct or most appropriate and wk your response on the answer sheet wilh
a cross (x) in atcordance with the instructions given on the back of the answer sheet.

* Use of calculators is not allowed.

l. A omputer processor will operate fastest when the data that it wants is in the
(3)(1) cache memory.

(4) main memory.

(2) hard tisk.
(5) opticrr disk.

2. SIer+h-"o&*s-fu1.'lowing.,hardwarg.Jtgulpo*qFota -r, i.L lose .ciata..ryhen the-power to.a conlpurer
s*,,itched off?

A - registers
B - cache memory
C - rnain memor,

(1) A only
(4) BandCmly

(2) integrated circuits
(5) vacurrm tube

(3) L1 cache memory.

(3) AandConly

3. Computer has evolved from the early main framc; to the relatively small smart devices with high
computing power used today. Which of the follorr rng inventions contributed to reduce the physical
size of computers?
(1) bus
(4) solid state memory

(3) registers

4. Consider the following diagram showing some trardware component connections on a computer
sYstem: 

Display unit

The hardware part within the CPU indicated b: @ in the above diagram has a set of registers
that has the memory translation maps of the t"rrrrently running process. When given an input
virtual address of the current process it outputs ,he relevant physical address (if any).

The @ in the above diagram denotes the
(1) arithmetic and logic unit (ALU). (2) contli unir.
(4) memory management unit. (5) page rable.

(2) A and B only
(5) All A. B and C
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5. Considerthetwo binarynumbersP = 101100(ll and 0 = 01001110.If X= P OR Qand ts= PAND 0,
what will be the values of X and Y respectively?
(1) 01001110, 10110001
(2) 10110001, 00000000
(3) 10110001, 11111111
(4) 11111111, 00000000
(5) 11111111, 10110001

What is the 2's complement of decimal -l ; ?

(1) 00001100 (2) 00110011 (3) 1110011 (4) 11110100 (s) 11111011

Which of the following is true about 2's cornplement?
(1) An extra bit is used to represent the srgn.
(2) Makes it possible to build low-cost, hr*h-speed hardware to perform arithmetic operations.
(3) Addition and subtraction are used as twc different operations.
(4) Usually represented in hexadecimal number system.
(5) Used in first generation computers to pt:rform logic operations.

Consider the character representations in Tahle 1 and Table 2 given below:

6.

7.

8"

Table 1: Table 2:

In which of the character encoding systems given below, the above characters in Table i and
Table 2 are represented?

(1) Both Tables 1 and 2 : in ASCII
(2) Both Tables 1 and 2 : in UNICODE
(3) Table 1: in ASCII, Table 2: in UNICODE
(4) Table 1: in EBCDIC, Table 2: in ASCII
(5) Table 1: in UNICODE, Table 2: in ASCII

9. Which of the following is the most simplilied expression equivalent to AEe +Be +AEC+AC?
(1) AEe +AEc + n e) Btee +AC)+ n
(3) e(M+B)+C@B+il (4) ,qe+Ac+n
(s) Ae+B

10. A block diagram of a sequential logic circ'uit is shown below, with one block labelled as "A"
and the other labelled as "8".

q q) q( qe

CID85 0D86 0D8? ODBS

gt g g tr

0885 0886 0887 0888

Which of the following statements about the above block diagram are correct?
I - The block A is a combinational logic circuit.
II - The block B is a memory element.
III - Only the block A can be implemented using logic gates.

(1) Only I (2) Only II (3) Only
(4) Only I and III (5) All I, II and III

I and II

[See page three
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11. Consider the following logic circuit consisting of NAND gates:

If the required output of the above circuit is AB+AE+e , then what should the inputs X and Y
be?

(1) X=B and Y--C
(4) X= B and Y= e

rO
ai
O

(3) X= E and Y= C

12. The operain-q -$'il€rn tOS) is another program rlat runs on the computer that has some special
responsibiiities. \Iemor] management. file mofl?lrrrn€ot and input/output management are some of
these responsibilities. What is another important responsibility of the OS?
(l) backup manag€ment
(3) mfik ilranagernent
(5) systern clock rnanagernent

(1) A only
(3) AandConly
(5) All A, B ard C

(2)X=IiandY=e
(5) X= Cand Y=B

(2) cachc memory management
(4) proct'.s management

(2) A and B only
(4) BandConly

13. When the number of processes started by a user on a single-processor computer increases, what
happens to tk response time of each process as prceived by the user and the memory management
related work of the operating system respectivel\?
(l) Both the response time and the memory management related work increase.
(2) Response time decreases while the memory management related work increases.
(3) Response time increases while the memory management related work decreases.
(4) Both the response time and the memory nranagement related work decrease.
(5) There is no change in either of them.

Which of the following is not a responsibiliry crf the operating system?
(l) allocating physical memory to processes
(2) deciding which process to run
(3) keeping fiack of the usage of compdled prcgnm files on a hard disk
(4) keeping track of which parts of physical menmry are in use, which are free
(5) swapping processes between physical memory and disk

In a computer, the size of a user program could exceed the size of physical memory. Also, only
the demanded areas of programs are kept in ph,vsical memory.
The above are due to which of the following?
(1) the use of cache memory
(2) the use of contiguous file allocation
(3) the use of a file allocation table (FAI)
(4) the use of memory rnanagernent unit (MMU)
(5) the use of pages, frames ard page tables

Which of the following statements regarding compilers and interpreters are correct?
A - A compiler transforms an entire high-level language program into its machine code.
B * An interyreter converts each high-level program statement into the relevant machine code

during the program run.
C - Compiled codes usually run faster than interpreted codes.

t4.

15.

16.
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L7. Which of the following statements regarding guided and unguided rnedia are correct?

A - Guided media transmission suppofis higher data speeds than unguided media transmission.

B - Guided media is subjected to less i,rterference than unguided media.

C - Unguided media transmission is mo'r secure than guided media transmission.

D - Unguided media transmission uses l..w bandwidth than guided media transmission.

18.

t9.

(1) A, B and C only
(3) A, C and D only
(5) All A, B, C and D

What is the process carried-out in the modwlation technique in data transmission?

(1) encoding information in transmitted signal
(2) encoding signals in transmitted information
(3) extracting information from the transmitted signal

(4) extracting signal from the transmitted inftrmation
(5) transfer information with minimum distortion

Which of the following statements about brr,r topology are incorrect?

A - Computers and network devices are connected to a single cable.

B - All traffic flows are either clockwise or anticlockwise.
C - Bandwidth is shared among the nodes.

D - Each node is connected to two of rts neighbours.

(1) AandB only
(3) BandConly
(5) CandDonly

(1) A only
(3) C only
(5) AUA,B andC

(2) A, B and D onlY
(4) t", C and D onlY

(2) aandDonly
(4) *t andDonly

(2) :55.25s.2s5.248
(4) ?s5.255.2ss.:252

,f , onlr
i-lr :urti (- onh

(2) B only
(4) AadConly

20, Consider the following statement with a bl rrk.
A Media Access Control (MAC) address is :sually'represenied in .... .... numbers.

Which of the following is suitable to flll tne blank?
( l) binary (2) decimal (3) hexadecimal (4) natural (5) octal

21. You are requested to crcate

the subnel?
(t) 2s5.255.255.240
(3) Zss2ss.25s2so
(5) 25s25s.255224

16 subnets rvit r Class C IP. Which subnet rnask is suited to crerite

22. Which of the following statement/s regarding the testing of a system are correct?

A .- Black-box testing involves detailed checking of each line in the code.

B - Unirtesting helps to uncover errors in the codes.

C - System testing should not be performed prior to unit-testing.

(1) A only
(3) C only
(5) B andC only

23, Which of the following indicate functional requirements?

A - The users should be allowed to update their contact addresses and phone numbers.

B - Any user request must be responded within 2ms.
C - The system must be easy to change.

0003999

[See page five
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24. The following details are given about a software project:

A - requirements are fixed (not allowed to change throughout the complete project)
B - must deliver the complete software pncduct at once

C - detailed descriptions and specifications must be prepared for each activity within the project

What is the most suitable software process model for this project?
I' P.rt re

(3) Rapid A@ication Development (4) Spiral
(5) Waterfall

Which of the following statements on Data Flou Diagrams (DFD) is incorrect?
(1) Context diagram is a DFD with the highest level of abstraction.
(2) All data stores in a system must be represented in the context diagram.
(3) Data flows are used to link the other components in DFDs.
(4) Elementary proc€sses are not decomposed turther.
(5) External entities in DFDs act as sources or recipients of data.

What is the cprrect SQL statement to delete a database catled 'AIdb'?

rr)
{:o
@
C)
O

)q,

26.

27. Which of the following statement/s about a relatron in the Second Normal Form (2NF) are true?

A - It can have a composite key.
B - It should be in the First Normal Form,lNF) as well.
C - All non-key attributes are fully functionally dependent on the primary key.

(1) delete Aklb;
(3) drop Al-db;
(5) remove database Aklb:

(1) B only
(3) AandBonly

(1) A only
(3) AandConly

(2) delete database Aldb;
(4) drop database Aldb;

(5) All A, B and C

?4. Which of the following statement/s regarding the logical database schema are true?

A - It is a blueprint for a database.
B - It contains data and information.
C - It formulates all the constraints that are ro be applied on the data.

(2) C only
(4) BandConly

(2)AandBonly
(4) BandConly

(5) All A, B and C

29. Consider the following SQL statement:

Alter table subject add primary key (Subject_Id);

Which of the following is incorrect about the above SQL statement?
(1) It adds a primary key constraint to the table named subject.
(2) The table named subject should already exrst.
(3) The field Snbjecr_Id should not be null.
(4) A taHe named subject is created rvith a prrmary key named Subject_Id.
(5) The values of the field Subject_Id should not be repeated in subject table.
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t Consider the following scenario about 'authc,rs' and 'books' to answef the questions 30 and 31.

"An author can write books. A book has ,r title and a code called ISBN which is unique. A

book can be written by either one or several authors. An author has a name and a unique ID.

An author can have a type as either chief ruthor or a co-author for a particular book."

30. Which of the following is the most suitable Entity Relationship (ER) representation for the above

scenario?

entity relationships in the above

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

31. How many
scenario to
(1) 1

tables can be derived
a relational schema?

(z) 2

when mapping the

; $)a

initially,

(3) 3 (s) s

0003997

[See page seven
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The questions 32 - 34 are based on the algorithm expressed by the flowchart below. The algorithm
takes a list L of items and an item K as inputs and is expected to output the number of items
in L that are equal to K. Ust indices start at 0. Note that two entries, labelled * @ and @,
in the flowchart are blank (unspecified).

For the algorithm to function correctly, what r

(l) n = n-l
(2) n = n+l
(3) count = count + 1

(4) count = count + i
(5) count = couilt + n

For the algorithm to function correctly, what
be inserted at the blank @ ?
(1) Isi<n?
(2) Isi=n?
(3) Is count < n?
(4) Is count < K?
(5) Isn>0?

should be inserted at the blank @?

34. Consider the follorving plthon programs I. II a ' III.
I L = tint(x) for x in input().splitol

K int(input( ) )
count = 0
for i in range(Ien(L) ):

if (Llil== K):
count=eount+1

print ( count )

[I L = input( ).spIit( ]
K = input( )
count = 0

n = len(L)
for i in range(n) s

if (L1i 1== K) :
count=count+i

print(count)

m L = [int(x) for x in inputo.splj.tol
K = int(inputO)
count=l=0
while ( i < len(L)):

if (L[1]== K) I
count=count+1

print(count)

Which of the above python programs implement the given algorithm?
(1) Only I (2) Only II
(4) Only I and III (5) AU I, II and III

(3) Only I and ll

..Lt1Ll

\
I

input list L

n = length of list

i=i+1

[See page eight
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35. What would be the output of the following Python code, if the input was l'7'?

n = fioat(input0)
m=(n//(nt5))**3
print (m)

(l)240Q)25.5(3)512.0(4)614'125(5)anerrormessage
36. Suppose that S is a string,Lis alistand? is atuple in a Python program'Thelengthof each

is 10. Consider the following Python statenl nts:

I Sl2l='/'
II LQl='2'
III Tl2)-'z',

Which of the above three Statements will generate an eror?

(1) only I (2) onlv II (3) Onlv I and II

(a) Only I and III (5) All I' II and III

37. What would be the output of the followinpl Python code segment?

$ = "corona virus Pandemic"
V = "aeiou"
count = Q

for i in range(Ien(S) ):
if (stil in v):

count=count+1
Print ( count )

i rrl o e) s (3) i (4) le (s) 2t

38. What would be the output when the follo$ rng Python code is executed?

x=1
def mYfunc(P, q):

global x
Prq=Q'P
x=x+p

myfunc (x,3 )

print ( x)
(1)|Q)2(3)1(4)4(5)anerTormessage

39. What would be the output of the following Python code, if the input was 100?

n = int(input0)

m ='Zu

m = ilA't

elif (n < 50):
m=ilgu

else:
m="C"

else:
m = t'D"

Print(m)
(1)A (2)B (3)c (4)D 6)Z

0003998

[See page nine
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What would be the output of the following Python code?

x=1
y=100

y=yx
x=x+1

break
print(y)

(1) 1oo (2) 8s (3) 7e (4) 72 (s) 7

Consider the following Python program:

f1 = open('inFile.txt", or"')
f2 = open('outPile.txt', ov'l
checkstring = 'No'
for line in fl:

if (checkstring Dot in line ):
f2.rrite(1ine;

f1.close( )

f2.close( )

Which of the following statements arc correct about &e above program?

A - The @ntent of the input file (inHle.ut) is chcked in a loop, one line at a time.

B - Tk total mntent of one file is writren onto another file.
C - If either of &e two files doe not exist. the program will stop and exit while executing

the first two lines of the code.
(3) OrLly A and B

11.

(1) Only A
(a) Only A and C

42. Which of the following HTML tags are used to define a definition list?

{2)
(s)

Only B
AII A. B ard C

(l) <db, <dd>, di>
(4) <db, <h>, <d6

(2) <db. <d>, <dd>
(5) <db. <th>, <td>

(3) <db, <td>, <dd>

43. Which }ITML tag is used to include a capion ior a fieldser grouping in a form?
(1) <captiop (2) <head> , .l , <lal (4) degend> (5) <title>

M. What is the expected output of the following PHP code block?
<?php

$one = "Welcome";
$two = "2020" i

echo $one.$two i
?>

(1) Welcome.Z0}A
(4) Welcome:2ff20;

(2) Welcome}O}O
(5) Welcome.20}O;

(3) Welcome 2020

45. \*'hich of the follo*ing affects leas( to the downloading speed of a web page?

(l) capabitity of the web browser
(2) number of hyperlinks in the web page

(3) number and size of images in the web page

(4) processing power of the server computer that stores the web page

(5) the bandwidth of the internet connection which is used to access the web page

[See page ten
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Which of the following statements is true about the code given below?
<styIe>

.title i
text-a1ign: centeri
color: blue;
i

</styre>
(1) This def,nes internal styles and uses the CSS 'class'concept.
(2) This defines internal styles and uses tl'e CSS 'group' concept'

(3) This defines inline sryles and uses tlt' CSS 'group' @ncept.
(a) The styles defined inside the mde can be used only for one type of element.

(5) This is an example of the CSS 'Id' concept and the name of the Id is 'title'.

Consider the following HTML code line:

<a href="#PartA"> Go to Part A </a>

Which of the rows in the following table describes the outcome of the above code line?

To whrr h the hyperlink connects to

(l)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

new w(" ! Dage named o'Go to Part A"

"f 
,h.*""r" named with Id "Go to PafiA"

(2) B only
(5) All A, B and C

(2) B only
(5) BandConly

47.

/tt|. Which of the following statements related 'o e-commerce Ne true?

A - A particular product may be availahle at different prices at different e-comrnerce sites.

B - Payment option at the receipt of goods allows customers to verify the quality of their
purchases made through the e-commerce site.

C - Additional charges can be included as delivery and service fees over and above the stated

price.

(1) A only
(4) AandConly

(3) C only

Consider the following:
A - Cloud formation in the sky
B - The evolution of living species

C - How neurons function in the human brain

Which of the above could be used in bio tnspired computing?
1 t. .,|r

49"

of trre same web page named with Id "#PattA"

of ,r" *r* *"t pug" named with Id o'PartA"

(2) B only
(5) All A, B ard C

)r**

(1) A only
(4) AandConly

50. Which of the following statements about quantum computing are correct?

A - In quantum computing, principles of quantum physics are applied.
B - Quantum bits (qubits) are used in (juantum computing as the information unit.
C - Quantum computers emit radiation 'atal to human users.

(1) A only
(4) AandBonly

DisplaJ'ed as a hyperlink

new w("r page named'?PartA"

0004000

(3) C only

#PartA

#PaflA

Go to Part A

Go to PartA

Go to PafiA
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Part A - Structured Essay
Do not

Ans**er all four quest t.s on this paper itself. l;;;;
in this

1.(a) Drarv the expected output of the followi code segment when rendered by a webicolumn

browser.

<html>
<body>
<tab1e border=1>

<tr><th>No< /th><th>Type</ th><-" city< / th>< / Lr>
<tr><td> 1< /td><td rowspan=2>H h<,/td><td>Ga1Ie< / td><,/tr>
<tr><td> 2< / td><td>Jaffna< / td><t

</table>
</body>
</html>

Note : Please consider the edges of the i owing dotted line box as the drsplay area

of web browser.

(b) Consider the following html code in which the lines are nurnbered to answer the questions

in this part.

1. I <htral>
2. I <head>
3. I .stYle tYPe="text/css">
4. I h1",h2{color:b1ue;1
5. i o/stYle>
6 " | </heaa>
7 " l'oooY>
I. I .nr style="co1or:green;">Titre one</h1>
9. I <h2>Title Two<./h2>
10. | </body>
11" ! </hrml>

(i) What are the colours of the text in ir numbers 8 and 9 when the atrove code is

rendered by the browser?'

Line number Text Colour

8 Title One

9 Title Two

(ii) Write one advantage of defining style x in line numbers 3,4 and 5 over that of
line number 8.

[see page three
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Write only the content of an external '

a) the style defined in Iine number :

b] a CSS Id named 'appear' to defir

style sheet to

and

the style of

the following:

the font as 'Arial'

(c) The following four PHP code blocks which
from a code intended to retrieve data from a

the code blocks are not in correct order.

LaLrel (

A $sql : " SELECT itemcode, n

$result = $conn->query ( $sSI )

B
if ($conn->connect_error) i

die("Connection failed:
i

C

if ($result->num_rows > 0) t
while($row = $result->fet

echo "Code: ".$row[ "item(
)

) else {
echo "0 results";

l

n $conn = new mysqli("localhos

Write the labels of the four code blocks
of the following PHP script.

<?php

(i)

(ii)

$conn->close( );
?>

Ii the ahole ccde

the 'Product' table

Product

blocks are in the r orrect order, what
has only the followrng values?

itemcode name

P1 Fcn

P3 Book

Index No.: ....

Do not
lv ritc
in this
column

{see oage four

are labeled as A, B, C and D are taken

;atabase to display on the screen. However,

ie Block

n : FROM Product";

$ccnn->connect error) ;

er:ch_assoc( ) ) {
mr-'Dde" I. "/Item: ". $row[ "name" ] .

, 'admin', "C#aBt", "storeDB")i

!n the correct order rnside the four blanks

the expected output
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Z. (a) tn an emergency health problem where peop have to stay at home for a long period,iS::"'

the shops within the area remain closed I regular business activities. Under. suchl;ntti.

circurnstances the shops within a village or :arby town can help their community byl.oturnn

practicing their business through e-commerc( 
I

Considering the above scenario, flll the blan' in the following statements with suitable 
I

phrases from the given list of phrases. 
I

(i) In this emergency situation, shops foll the '" '""" business|

model 
I

I

(ii) Shops must use ... to allow customers to purchase morel

than one type of product in a single tr saction' 
I

I

(iii) The e-commerce site for each shop ct implement "' " " 
'o I

display their products to the customers 
I

(iv) For business owners who cannot use pr nent gateway through online fund receipts 
I

and for the custorners who do not hav, iny online mode of payments can still be 
I

supported throughthrough 
I

I r\,).... ..... is one of t besi \vals to reduce the overhead costsl

I of delivery within a iocal area such a: lane, street or housing scheme. 
III

I

I tui) tnu local shop owners can esrablish tc serve their 
I

i .ommuniry better by enabiing access each shop's services tl-lrough a common 
I

I ponut 
I

I lirt of phrases: {adver-trsing banners, an online iarketplace, a shopping cart, a rveb producti

I catalogue, cash-on-delivery, cr rt-cards" discount pricing, group purchaslng.l

I payment gateways, click and :ick, pure click, subscription as a revenue 
II ,rc"tt II mudeli

rl
I tOl Consider the lollowing Python program: 

I

| ", = [int(x) for x in input -spiit( ] I 
I

| ,, = tint(x) for x in input -split()l 
I| "'=t' I

I t"r :- in L1: I

ltorjinL2zl
I lf (i==i) and (i r in L3): 

I

I t3.aPPendli) 
|

I t,3. sort0 
I

I prin! (13 ) 
|

I ,,, Writetheoutputof theprogramif thefi input(thatcreates Ll)is"1 4 I 2 2 8"1

i and the second input (thai creates L2) ' "8 2 4 5 6"1 |

I 

tf;Lu;lu lllPul l lllGl LlLqtLJ L4 

Illrt
I ,,,) what is the purpose of this program? 

II l.--rlllir
Itt

Isee pag,e Jive
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3. (a) (i) State two service models in cloud computing.

(1) ...

(2) ...

(ii) What are the three steps in the FETCH EXECUTION cycle of a computer?

(1) ......

(2) ...

(3) ....

(b) Match each of the given sentences (i) - (v) relating to computer networks with the most

suitable item from the list below.

List = {ADSL Connection, DSL Connection, FTP, HTTP, lnternet lttyer, Malware,

Phishing, TCP, Transport Inyer, UDP\

(i) A simple and query based communication model with a minimum use of protocol

mechanisms applied in transport layer

(ii) A protocol for data communication in tne World Wide Web

(iii) The layer that defines the addressing and routing structures used for the TCP/IP
protocol suite in the TCPIIP model

(iv) The process of attempting to get sensiti.r information from someone by pretending

as a trustworthy person

(v) The connection that allows the data transmission at much greater speed and capacity

than the narrowband services

Note: Write only the matching item against the phrase number.

(i) ... ...

(ii) ...

(iii) ...

(iv) ...

(v) ...

Do not
rvrite
in this
column

Isee page six
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4. (a) An operating system $ses Process Control Bloc*s (PCBs) to maintain important information ll)o noi

lwntr'a) An operatlng system tlses rrocess vonlrul DtucKJ \r\-D.)., fu urau@rtr rr[yvr.-r! """'^.---'---l*d
about each process. lint

(i) Read the following scenario and answer the given question: 
l*t

Piyal starts a spreadsheet program on a single processor computer to use thel

budget.xls fite that he saved the day hefore. He also is running a web browserl

that he uses to check his emnil. 
I

At a particular time, the operating syst(rm changes the process state field t:. tl" 
I

PCts of the spreadsheet pmcess from '"Running" to "Blocked"' Give one likelV 
I

reason for that transition. 
I

I

riir wr*, ;; .;;;';';t,,' "r;".",'.,.;;;;-, 
:-: 

;;;,,:;:"";;,:;l
the machine registers are stored in the PCB of that process. Why is it important 

I

I

:. :'"'" :*'": I

I

I

(b) The block size of a disk is 4 KB. A portion of its Fite,A.llocation Table (FAT).startinel

from block 300 at a particular time, is shown below. {t gives the blocks of maximum.pyl

file as well: 
I

FAr 
I
I

3oo Llo3__l I3oll:ool 
I

302 l---l I

303 FoI I

ro+ l_i-"] I

I

Note: The last block of a file is indicated by -1. 
I

(i) Write down the value of an important nurnber that will be stored in the 9i*:*y I

entry for mnximumpy file that will help an operating system locate the blocks in 
I

that file. I

I

I

(ii) Assume that additional improvements are made to the mnximumpy file that results 
I

in its size becoming 20 KB. What charges are needed in the FAI for this purpose? 
|

I

(") A,,,,;; ;;; ;" ;";:;:;;;.:,;;::; ;';:t;,,:;; 
- *- - 

I

64 K. 
- --"-r---- 

I

Assume further that this computer has only 32 KB of physicat memory and that the 
I

page size in this comPuter is 4 KB. 
I

(i) The above 16-bit virtual address is rnade up of the bits of the page number followed 
I

by offiet bjr.r. How many bits in the address are required to store a page number 
I

in this computer? 
I

I

ahout cach process. linthis

303

300

304
.l

-l

Isee page seven

(
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Isee page eight

(ii) User runs a particular program having size of 32KB on this computer. A few

selected fields of the page table of tha )rocess at a particular time are shown in

the figure below.

Paqe number Frarne

0 101

I 000

2 000

3 110

4 011

5 000

6 ll1
7 000

o The frarne number is indicated in biruary.

(iii) Assurxe thai there was a request f,or re virtual acidress 0CI01 000fi 0000 00*0.

Due {o ihe set of rasks tha-t the oper ng svsiern initiated to ful{il ihat reques't,

the present/absent bit of the page nr .oer 6 in the above page table changed

from I to 0. What is the likely l5-h physical address that the virtual address

0001 0000 0000 0000 will be mapped r?

nUIl r lef Present/absent

1

0

0

I

I

0

I

0

l'he virtual addresses on page 0 are frt 0 to 4O95 and on page 1 are from 4096

to 8191 and so on.

'Ihe Fresenflabsent bit indicates the Jidit-v of the entry. If this bit is 1, the

entry is vatid and can be used. If it i ), then the relevant virlual page is not in
physical memorJ'.

Assume that in the above process th, ,'iftuai address 001i 0000 0000 0010 is
wanted.
The above vi$ual address is mapped tr he physical address 110 0000 0000 0010
I.--.- - ir:-'.Uid!ir;l

Do not
lvrite
in this
column
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(a)

(b)

o An Intemet Service Provider (lSP) to pply the Internet connectivity to the IT' urrit

O The entire network to be protected thr rgh a firewall

Which network topology is the most suitab to satisfy all the above mentioned requirements?
Give one reason to justify your answer.

The Network Administrator has received 192 8.14.0124 as the IP address block for the company.
The lP addresses for the nodes are to be al :ated after making four subnets from this address
block for each department/unit.

The following incomplete table shows the sr -netting. Write down the missing Ip addresses for
each department/unit using the following ta : format. (Assume that subnetting is done under
the consideration of future expansion of ear department/unit.)

Department Network ID Broadcast ID Subnet Mask Usable IP Address
Range

Finance 192.t68.t4.0 192.168.14.t 255.255.255.r92 ln J 68 .r 4.1-192.1 68 .1 4.62
HR

IT Unit

Marketing

(c) Showing clearly the connection topology and the devices, draw the logical arrangement for
the company network that the network adminisfrator can implement to fUnU the lompany,s
requirements. (Assume that additional Ip addresses can be obtained.)

(d) Network administrator decides to dynamically manage the IP addresses of the entire network.
Write down the mechanism that needs to be implemented to achieve this task.

(a) AB Stores is a grocery shop in your home town. With your expert advise, AB Stores has
implemented a web-based e-commerce system to conduct their business online as well. Customers
can select their required products and confirm the order online.

(i) what is the e-commerce business type ,plicable in this scenario?

(ii) What is the revenue model used in thir )-commerce offering of AB Stores?

(iii) The e-commerce solution of AB Stores ecame popular rapidly with a growing userbase.
However, it was noticed that most of th, regular customers from the local community still
preferred using the physical outlet tha the e-commerce offering. Identify two possible
reasons for such preference.

(iv) AB Stores extended its e-commerce s' em to integrate with its suppliers' systems to
maintain its product stocks through autor rtion. What is the "_.o.-"..i business type AB
Stores implements with this system mor cation?

(v) AB Stores decides to expand its e-ct merce solution allowing other local shops to
have virtual stores within the system. " hat is the term used to identify the proposed
system?

(vi) Write down one advantage that each of e following will receive by having the proposed 
]system in (v) above.

(l) Customers
(2) AB Stores
(3) other local shops

7.

[see page ten
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(vii) A recent market survey has identified the llowing about the customers who have registered
with the AB Stores e-commerce system oposed in (v) above:

a 98Vo are nearby residents within a 2 m radius.

o l2%a of them are able to pay online :ither through credit/debit cards or mobile cash
options)

o 18Vo do not wish to pay in advance rr a future transaction.

What is your suggestion to enable mos' rf the registered customers to make purchases
successfully through the system and rect e their goods at home without any restriction?
Explain your answer.

(viii) With the expected growth of the e-comme e business of AB Stores, you have advised them
. to outsource the delivery of customer p chased goods to a third-party delivery service.

Explain two advantages AB Stores can l, by doing so.

(b) Multi agent systems can be used to replace sor of the work that require humans. The following
scenario explains about myTours multi-agent stem used to build customized travel packages
including flight booking, hotel room reservat r and taxi booking for local travel cluring the
tour.

A prospective traveler (user) can access myTor, s website over the Internet and a chat-bot agent
starts interacting with the user. User can use oice or text as the input medium. During this
interaction chat-bot passes the extracted infon don to a search-agent who rvill take over from
the chat-bot agent and proceed to search for r vel packages for the user. The search-agent has
a group of agents each specializing for partir ar type of travel service such as flight search,
hotel search etc. Once the search results are o rined the search-agent prepares the list of travel
packages with details and displays to the use for confirmation.

(i) Draw a simplified agent diagram of the bove explained multi-agent system. Name the
imponant entities in vour diagram.

(ii) Which agent cannot be considered as se autonomous?

(iii) Write a disadvantage of using a mr -agent system for the given example user
requirement.

[see page eleven
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8. (a) you are given two positive integers Nl and N2 as inputs (assurne Nl < N2) and you have to

output ttre tist of even numbers between Nl and N2. Construct a flowchart or a pseudo code

to express an algorithm for this purpose.

(b) Consider the flowchart given below. Assume that L is a list of positive integers, K is a positive

integer and every element in L is less than M, which is a large integer'

(i) What would be the output if the first rput L was 2, 4,7,9,3,5 and the next input K

was 5?

(ii) What is the purpose of this algorithm

(iii) Develop a fothon progftlm to implem.'rt the algorithm expressed by the flowchart.

N=1, gthofL

x Llal

a a+1

[see page twelve
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9. (a) Consider the following description relating to 'tails of players attached to different sports clubs.

A player always belongs to a sports club a helshe can be identified uniquely by the NIC

(National Identity Card) number. Further a pl er has a name which consists of a surname and

initials.

A club which is uniquely identified by its me can have many players. A player can play

games. Each game in this context is given a nique code and a description. A player can play

more than one game and each game is play by at least one player.

Note : Use only the relevant words in th' above description when drawing theEntity-

Relationship (E-R) diagrams for the follov ng questions.

(i) Draw an ER diagram for the above de rption.

.(ii) Extend the ER diagram in above (i) to llude the number of hours played by each player

for each game.

(iii) Player may have a sponsor who has a dque title. A sponsor can give sponsorship only

for one player. Extend further the ER c gftlm in part (ii) above to include the sponsor's

details.

(b) The 'Winner' table given below contains tht letails of the players who won different matches

and medals. There is a fixed amount of priz, money given to each medal type' A Gold medal

has Rs. 20000/=, a Silver medal has Rs. l( 00/= and a Bronze medal has Rs. 5,000i=.

Consider the primary key of the Winner tab as NIC and MatchID.

Winner Table

NIC MatchID MedalTlpe Prize

951477751V BD.2 Silver 10000

985467923Y BD-Z Gold 20000

995874159V BD-1 Gold 20000

997656614V BD-3 Silver 10000

951477751Y BD-1 Bronze 5000

(i) Write an SQL statement to display the ,rmber of players who won "Gold" medals. 
]

(ii) In which normal form does the above rle exist? Justify your answer.

(iii) Convert the above table to the next nor al form. (It is not required to write the data in

the tables derived in next normal form

10. (a) The 3-stage procedure for handing over a lefi for registered post to a post office is as follows:

a Determining Postage

The customer hands over the letter to re Registration Counter. The letter is weighed

and the postage for the relevant weigl ,S reod from a table. The postage is written on

the letter by the counter and it is give to the customer.

o Issuing Stamps

The customer hands over the letter witl he postage written on it to the Stamps Counter
with the amount of postage. Stamps for i postrage and the letter are issued to the customer

with any balance due by the Stamps ( unter.

O Registering Letter

The customer sticks the stamps on the lt )r anC "iands it over to the Registration Counter.
The Registration Counter accepts tht letter, sticks the 'Registered Post' label with a

unique identiflcation code to the letter. eeps the letter and issues a receipt with sender

and recipient information with the date nd the amount paid, to the customer.

[see page thirteen
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Using standard symbols, draw the following:

(i) Context Diagram

(ii) I--evel I Data Flow Diagram (DFD)

(b) your school plans to use an online system to ,ovide extended learner support to A/L and

O/L students during school holidays, weekends a, { other times that the school is not opr:n' lt

is decided to use a suitable Commercial-off-The helf (COTS) software system for this need.

Your team has been requested to help with this 'oject'

(i) Some of your project team memhrs argue I rt since COTS software are to be used there

is no need of requirement analysis. List th,ee most significant reasons to explain why

you must complete requirement analysis eve in this project. Note: Your answer must be

fpecific to a project *itfr COTS software use. Generic answers will not be accepted.

(ii) Following arc part of the requirements identified for the above project. Identify and write

down the labels (A-G) of all the functiorwl requiremcnt statements within the list-

(A) Teaching material and learning content , load to the system shall only be erllowed

the teachers assigned to that particular I ,rning session'

(B) The system shall be available for user Jess at least 99.9Vo of the time'

(C) The access history for each student's lear ng activity participation or content use within

a course must be maintained as a repol to be accessed by the subject teacher.

(D) The system should be easy to work wil' after t hour of training.

(E) At the end of each learning session, tht ;tudents must be provided with an option to

ask questions from the teacher.

(D The system should respond to any usel -rquest within 200oms.

(G) The system should be able to serve a mir num of 200 concurrent users at a given time.

(iii) What is the most appropriate testing strateg. lor your team to evaluate the selected COTS

software system for the identified requirem( I ts?

**--x


